Residue depth: a novel parameter for the analysis of protein structure and stability.
Accessible surface area is a parameter that is widely used in analyses of protein structure and stability. Accessible surface area does not, however, distinguish between atoms just below the protein surface and those in the core of the protein. In order to differentiate between such buried residues we describe a computational procedure for calculating the depth of a residue from the protein surface. Residue depth correlates significantly better than accessibility with effects of mutations on protein stability and on protein-protein interactions. The deepest residues in the native state invariably undergo hydrogen exchange by global unfolding of the protein and are often significantly protected in the corresponding molten-globule states. Depth is often a more useful gage of residue burial than accessibility. This is probably related to the fact that the protein interior and surrounding solvent differ significantly in polarity and packing density. Hence, the strengths of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions between residues in a protein might be expected to depend on the distance of the residue(s) from the protein surface.